Foreword

Betsy Myers

In her introduction to this Handbook of Research on Gender and Leadership, Susan
Madsen calls for new answers, solutions, research, and action steps when it comes to
strengthening women’s impact around the world. Her view, which I wholeheartedly share,
is that even though women have made progress in recent years, there is still much more
work that needs to be done. Indeed, according to Jason Furman, Chairman of President
Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers (2015), when we examine the labor forces of 24
countries, the overall proportion of working women in the United States has dropped
from seventh to twentieth in a relatively short period of time. Based on Catalyst (2016)
data, women today currently hold just 25.1 percent of executive and senior-level managerial positions, 19.9 percent of board seats, 9.5 percent of top-earning positions, and 4.4
percent of chief executive officer (CEO) seats. These numbers should be much higher,
given that women now represent 58 percent of our college graduates.
It is true that we have more female leaders than a generation ago, but only a very small
portion are sitting at the top of organizations. And, to make matters worse, the conversations we are having about gender and work today are the very same conversations we
were having when I was President Clinton’s advisor on women’s issues in the White House
during the mid-1990s. Catalyst’s (2013) annual censuses of the Fortune 500 show that the
gender mix at the senior levels of corporate America has changed very little in recent years.
Unfortunately, this is not for lack of trying, by those with the best of intentions. However,
what has historically passed for gender efforts inside corporate America has often been a
series of discussions, classes, and conferences in which women find themselves talking to
women. Although meaningful and productive, these strategies are often not woven into
the fabric of the organization. And, on many occasions, a committed CEO and senior
C-suite leaders go away believing that this support, plus periodic face-time, is sufficient.
The backdrop here, as we all know, is that the world has changed significantly. Talent
is a key motivator in today’s competitive global marketplace, and CEOs and savvy business leaders understand that they must have a workforce that reflects the current and
future workplace and customers. They also know that the female perspective often leads
to wiser decisions, and the rich relationship skills that women leaders offer frequently
result in happier employees and deeper client connections. Hiring, supporting, retaining,
and advancing women have become business imperatives and opportunities to be seized.
The good news is that we have just about reached consensus, and the vast majority of
corporate CEOs no longer ask why they should include and advance women in their
organizations. So, we may understand the “why,” but it is increasingly clear that what still
eludes us is the “how” to include, keep, and advance women in organizations.
One of the most vital action steps is that of men mentoring women. Research shows
us that men mentoring women can make all the difference to their retention and advancement. As an example, a 2014 gender parity study by Bain & Company found that nearly
half of women enter the workforce with their eye on the C-suite, but their confidence and
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ambition levels drop 60 percent after little more than just two years on the job. One of
the key findings was that marital and parental status do not significantly differ between
women who aspire and those who do not. Instead, women lack the meaningful recognition, support, and mentorship from their managers necessary to shape and support their
path to advancement and personal confidence. Mentorship is the essence of effective
leadership, and mentoring people within an organization is a key element in the engagement and retention of top talent in today’s workplace. And, because men remain the most
powerful stakeholder group in most organizations, I strongly believe that men can play a
powerful role in accelerating progress toward the gender equality that has eluded us for
so many years.
As we work through this, it is important to remember that both women and men in
organizations find themselves in a confused – and even conflicted – workplace today:
confused, because gender behavior and stereotyped male‒female roles in companies
create uncertainty on how to be, and conflicted because we have mixed reactions, and
there are judgments when we observe men acting like men, women acting like women,
women acting like men, or men acting like women. We reach for programs and initiatives
that might help us, and some – such as sponsorship, flexibility, and accountability – most
definitely do. But corporate leaders and their teams are frustrated by the lack of gender
progress as well as the gender tension (both overt and covert) that still permeates organizations. All of this drains energy and emotion – and, even worse, engagement – from our
companies. So, it is no wonder that nearly two-thirds of all American workers say they are
disengaged today. Reflexively promoting women into positions of greater responsibility
and leadership will not immediately or necessarily boost employee engagement scores.
But, as recent research from Jack Zenger and Joseph Folkman (2012) of Zenger/Folkman,
a leadership development consultancy, makes clear, at every level, more women are
rated by their peers, their bosses, their direct reports, and their other associates as better
overall leaders than their male counterparts; and the higher the level, the wider that gap
grows. These findings, as well as the insights from the contributors to this book, should
be inspiration enough for us to heed Susan Madsen’s urgent call for fresh approaches to
women’s achievement and advancement.
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